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1 Network Assisted Device-to-Device
2 Communications: Use Cases, Design
3 Approaches, and Performance Aspects

4 Gabor Fodor, Stefano Sorrentino and Shabnam Sultana

5 1 Introduction

6 1.1 Cellular-Controlled Communications in General
7 Use Cases

8 Cellular network-controlled short range communications and the integration of ad
9 hoc networking in cellular networks have been the topic of research for long; see,

10 for example [1–3] and the references therein. It has been found that short-range
11 communication can take advantage of a cellular control layer in distributing
12 content between mobile users relying on unlicensed spectrum resources in a peer-
13 to-peer fashion [2, 3]. Furthermore, ad hoc relaying stations can not only increase
14 the system capacity, but also reduce the transmission power for mobile hosts and
15 extend the system coverage [1]. Finally, spectrum-sharing schemes designed to
16 make better use of licensed spectrum by allowing device-to-device (D2D) users
17 to opportunistically transmit while keeping the interference level within a tolerated
18 interference temperature can achieve significant power savings [4, 5].
19 Despite these promising results, the idea of D2D communications utilizing
20 cellular spectrum under the control of the cellular infrastructure and specifically in
21 the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) sys-
22 tem has gained momentum only recently [6–8]. Early work on D2D communi-
23 cations focused on so-called commercial or general use cases, in which some
24 contents or real-time information needs to be exchanged between user equipment
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25 (UE) in close proximity to one another [9, 6] (Fig. 1). In particular, in the so-called
26 overlaid mode, D2D communications operate in licensed spectrum, but remain
27 completely transparent to the cellular (primary) users [5]. In contrast, when the
28 D2D layer operates as an underlay, a cellular base station (BS), such as an LTE
29 eNB or a cellular access point (AP), controls the operation of D2D users by
30 maintaining a control plane association with D2D users [6, 10, 11].
31 These works point at a number of potential gains of direct mode or proximity
32 aware communications as compared with the traditional cellular technique in
33 which devices that are much closer to one another than to a cellular AP need to
34 communicate via that access point. In such a situation, D2D communication
35 promises three types of gains:

36 • Capacity gain: First, radio resources (e.g., Orthogonal Frequency Division
37 Multiplexing (OFDM) physical resource blocks (PRB)) between the D2D and
38 cellular layers may be reused (reuse gain). Second, a D2D link uses a single hop
39 between the transmitter and receiver as opposed to the 2-hop link via a cellular
40 AP (hop gain).
41 • Peak rate gain: Due to the close proximity and potentially favorable propaga-
42 tion conditions high peak rates may be achieved (proximity gain).
43 • Latency gain: When devices communicate over a direct link, the BS processing
44 is short-cut and the end-to-end latency can decrease.

45 Since in networked-controlled D2D communications the D2D link can operate
46 in licensed spectrum resources (in addition to the possibility of using unlicensed or
47 unused spectrum), interference coordination techniques must be used to protect the
48 cellular and D2D links from in-band interference sources such as a D2D pair close
49 to a BS or a cellular UE close to a D2D receiver [12, 13]. Therefore, D2D com-
50 munications utilizing cellular spectrum poses new challenges, because relative to
51 cellular communication scenarios, the system needs to cope with new interference
52 situations. For example, in an OFDM system in which D2D communication links

bump, http://bu.mp buzze, 
http://www.buzze.com/

http://www.facebook.com/places

Fig. 1 Examples of proximity-based social networking applications
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53 may reuse some of the OFDM time-frequency resources (PRB), intracell interfer-
54 ence is obviously no longer negligible [14, 15]. Also, due to the unpredictable
55 position of D2D pairs utilizing cellular spectrum resources, the dynamics of
56 interference levels can be much larger than in traditionally deployed cellular net-
57 works. Recognizing the problems of D2D communications in cellular networks, the
58 research and standardization communities have made significant progress in
59 identifying and analyzing service and peer detection mechanisms, the function
60 distribution between the network and the devices, the operation of the most
61 important radio resource management (RRM) functions and the algorithms for
62 mode selection, power control, scheduling, and interference management.
63 An insight from these studies is that when interference is properly managed,
64 D2D communications increase the spectrum and energy efficiency. Furthermore,
65 when a cellular infrastructure assists devices to find each other, establish the direct
66 link between them and manage the coexistence between the cellular and the D2D
67 layer, D2D communication has the potential to enhance the user experience as
68 compared to pure ad hoc technologies such as Bluetooth or WiFi Direct. From the
69 perspective of network assistance and spectrum usage, various D2D scenarios are
70 possible (Fig. 2) [10].

71 1.2 Cellular-Controlled Communications for National
72 Security and Public Safety

73 A common aspect of cellular-assisted and cellular-controlled short-range com-
74 munications technologies, including the underlay, overlay, or unlicensed

Licensed spectrum
(D2D-dedicated or cellular, 
controlled interference )

Unlicensed spectrum
(unpredictable interference)

No network Network assisted

Fig. 2 D2D communication scenarios in terms of network assistance and spectrum usage. When
D2D communications take place in unlicensed spectrum, the communication channels have to
deal with unpredictable interference sources and levels
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75 spectrum-based approaches is that they rely on the availability and involvement of
76 the cellular infrastructure. By themselves, these technologies do not provide a
77 means for a graceful degradation of connectivity or content access services in case
78 the cellular infrastructure becomes partially or completely damaged or dysfunc-
79 tional. Ideally, short-range or local communication should be maintained in the
80 absence of infrastructure nodes, but should be able to take advantage of cellular
81 functionality when parts of or the whole infrastructure remains intact [7, 8, 16, 17].
82 Recently, there has been a growing interest in applying commercial cellular
83 technologies to public safety (PS) applications. In the USA, for example, the
84 National Public Safety Telecommunications Council and other organizations have
85 expressed interest in defining an interoperable national standard for the next-
86 generation national security and public safety (NSPS) network with broadband
87 capabilities. The USA has reserved spectrum in the 700 MHz band for an LTE-
88 based PS network and in early 2012 committed US$7 billion in funding. Similarly,
89 European agencies are working together in the Electronic Communications
90 Committee of the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications
91 Administrations to establish a harmonized frequency band for PS broadband ser-
92 vices and to evaluate the spectrum needs for a public protection and disaster relief
93 (PPDR) communication system.
94 Recognizing the importance of the PS community and the need for NSPS and
95 PPDR type of broadband services and the opportunity to establish common
96 technical standards for commercial cellular and PS, the 3GPP has started to study
97 the scenarios, requirements, and technology enablers related to NSPS and PPDR.
98 Not surprisingly, direct D2D communication is expected to be a key component of
99 this project. However, in contrast to the fully network assisted schemes, it is also

100 necessary to develop solutions for situations with no or partial network coverage
101 (Fig. 3) [8].
102 Direct mode (i.e., D2D) communication without infrastructure and network
103 support may however be problematic in terms of peer discovery, energy efficiency
104 and interference management. From an LTE perspective, it would also require
105 major changes in the PHY/MAC layer design and would have to compete with
106 mature technologies such as Bluetooth [18].

107 1.3 The Role of D2D in Proximity-Based and Local
108 Connectivity Services

109 Proximity-based social networking, based on applications such as Facebook Pla-
110 ces, bump or buzze is gaining popularity as application developers and user
111 communities keep experimenting and testing new forms of interactions [19]. The
112 common denominator of these applications is that they build on some local con-
113 nectivity service facilitating communications between people, machines, and
114 sensors in the proximity to each other. Such applications are certainly possible to
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115 build over existing and evolving cellular networks without the applications being
116 aware of the underlying technology. However, D2D technologies may offer
117 advantages to some applications that exploit the physical proximity of the com-
118 municating parties in terms of latency, battery consumption, or end-user privacy.
119 Irrespective of the underlying technology, we foresee the need for a technology
120 agnostic communication control layer containing functions such as mobility
121 control, user data gatewaying, proximity detection, and security management
122 (Fig. 4).

123 2 Service and Device Discovery Techniques

124 Peer and service discovery is a major issue in D2D communications, since before
125 two devices can directly communicate with one another, either the devices
126 themselves or a network entity (such as a cellular BS or a core network node) must
127 first recognize (discover) that they are near each other. Peer discovery without
128 network support is typically time- and energy-consuming involving beacon signals
129 and sophisticated scanning and security procedures often involving higher layers
130 and/or the end-users [20–23]. In network assisted mode, it is a design goal to make
131 such peer discovery and pairing procedures faster, more efficient in terms of
132 energy consumption and more user-friendly [24].

Partial NW 
Coverage

Officer-A

Officer-B

Officer-C

Officer-A moves into the 
proximity  of Officer-C and B

Partial NW 
Coverage

Officer-A
Officer-B

Public Safety
Spectrum

Officer-A
Officer-C

Officer A wants to 
communicate with 
Officer B and Officer C 
concurrently. 

Partial NW 
Coverage

Partial NW 
Coverage

Officer-A

Officer-B

Officer-C

Officer-B

Fig. 3 National security and public safety scenarios involve situations in which cellular network
coverage is only partially available
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133 2.1 Basic Considerations

134 The first step in the establishment of a D2D link is the discovery of available
135 services or peer applications and the physical devices that provide these services
136 and applications. Peer discovery in D2D communications has partly similar
137 functionality as the cell search procedure in LTE. Device discovery is made
138 possible by one party sending a synchronization/reference (beacon) signal and the
139 other party scanning for and capturing such a beacon. By measuring and reporting
140 the quality of the received beacon signals, the device and the network (a base
141 station) can estimate the quality of the D2D channel as well as the potential
142 interference caused to the cellular layer and thereby determine whether a D2D link
143 can be established or not. (This so-called mode selection (MS) procedure is
144 detailed in Sect. 3.)
145 During the discovery process, one terminal is assumed to take on the D2D client
146 role, while the other terminal assumes the role of a D2D server. The D2D client
147 tries to discover the D2D server which can provide the required service or runs the
148 application of interest to the client. In practice, a physical single device can play
149 the roles of both D2D client and D2D server at different occasions, or simulta-
150 neously. For example, Bluetooth employs a rather complex state machine to
151 manage a master-slave-based discovery process in an energy efficient fashion [18].
152 A fundamental problem of device discovery is that the two peer devices have to
153 meet in time and frequency. Without any coordination, this is typically made
154 possible by some randomized procedure such that the peers send/scan for beacons
155 at different times and frequencies so that the devices discover one other with high
156 reliability. This is the approach taken by ad hoc technologies like Bluetooth or Wi-
157 Fi Direct. However, in the case of network assisted D2D, the network can mediate

WiFi
Direct

Bluetooth Cellular

Technology 
independence

Proximity based service/Local connectivity 

LTE/5G D2D 

Communication Control:
- UE Mobility Control (UMC)
- Local User Plane Gateway (LUPG)
- Proximity Detection (Generic Part)
- Security (e.g. Local Certificate Manager)

Ultra Dense 
Heterogeneous

Network 

D2D technologies No D2D technology

Fig. 4 Proximity-based and local connectivity services can be provided over various D2D and
cellular technologies
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158 in the discovery process by recognizing that two devices can establish a D2D link,
159 and coordinating the time, frequency and code allocations for sending/scanning for
160 beacons [10].

161 2.2 Peer Discovery Alternatives

162 2.2.1 A Posteriori Device Discovery

163 Building on the device discovery design experiences from existing technologies
164 such as WiFi Direct and Bluetooth, identifying D2D candidates in a network
165 assisted scheme can be based on the alternatives depicted by Figs. 5 and 6.
166 In a posteriori device discovery, the network node (for example an eNB)
167 realizes that two communicating devices are in the proximity of one another and
168 thereby they are D2D candidates when the communication session is already
169 ongoing (in cellular mode) between the UEs (Step 1). In the UE assisted a pos-
170 teriori device discovery (Fig. 5, left) the UEs agree on a token that is unique to the
171 already ongoing communication session (Step 2 in the left-hand side figure). The
172 communication path typically goes through different serving and/or packet data
173 gateways (S/PGW1 and S/PGW2) and therefore relying on the same physical
174 gateway identifying D2D candidates is not a viable option. Once the token is
175 established, the UEs register the token at the serving eNB that can easily recognize
176 the two UEs as D2D candidates.

MME S/PGW1 S/PGW2

3. Send 
Token 
to eNB

4. Beacon
Request

4. Scan
Request 5. Beacon

3. Beacon
Request

MME S/PGW1 S/PGW2

3. Scan
Request

4. Beacon

: Token

1. Communication via RAN/CN

2. D2D Server and Client agree on token 2. eNB recognizes local communica on

RAN: Radio Access Network
CN: Core Network
MME: Mobility Management Entity
SGW: Serving Data Gateway
PGW: Packet Data Gateway

Fig. 5 In a posteriori device discovery, the proximity of communicating devices is recognized
during an ongoing communication session
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177 Alternatively, in the radio access network (RAN)-based a posteriori device
178 discovery (right) the eNB analyzes the internet protocol (IP) packets and in par-
179 ticular the source and destination IP addresses to detect D2D pairs communicating
180 within the same cell/sector (Step 2 in the right-hand side figure). For example, the
181 eNB can detect when the destination address of an uplink packet is another address
182 which is also at the same eNB. A special case is the use of private IPv4 addressing,
183 when the IP addresses are not unique to the terminals. In that case, the network can
184 add further information to the eNBs to identify the external network by access
185 point name (APN) or some other unique external network identifier. It is also
186 possible to use other properties of the traffic to identify communicating peers,
187 including the actual message contents.

188 2.2.2 A Priori Device Discovery

189 In a priori schemes, the network and/or the devices themselves detect D2D can-
190 didates prior to commencing a communication session between the devices. As an
191 extreme approach (Fig. 6, left), the network does not actively participate in the
192 discovery process other than assigning beacon resources to the devices. Such
193 beacon assignments are broadcast in the coverage area of the cell so that D2D
194 servers transmitting a beacon as well as D2D clients detecting beacons can readily
195 find one another. According to an alternative approach (Fig. 6, right) the server
196 first registers to the network and the client willing to engage in D2D communi-
197 cations sends a request to the network (e.g., the serving eNB or other network
198 entity (NWE)).
199 Such registration and request messages may contain other information such as
200 an own identity, a buddy list or offered/required services. In this case the NWE
201 takes a more active role in the discovery process mediating between the server and
202 the client and requesting the D2D server to generate the beacon (Step 3).

1. eNB Broadcasts
beacon assignments

2. Beacon

NWE2. D2D
request

4. Ack

5. Beacon

1. D2D
Server
Reg.

3. Beacon
Request

NWE: Network Entity

Fig. 6 In a priori peer discovery, the network, and the D2D pair detects the proximity of devices
prior to establishing a communication session. In this case, the network can limit its participation
in the discovery process to advertising the peer discovery resources (left) or it can signal specific
beacon configurations and trigger beacon signaling (right)
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203 2.2.3 Beacon Signaling

204 A priori and a posteriori schemes are useful to identify D2D candidates—essen-
205 tially identifying that the two UEs are in the proximity of one another and/or in the
206 same cell—but they do not by themselves reveal the actual radio conditions
207 between the D2D candidate nodes. Therefore, the next step in the D2D link
208 establishment procedure is to trigger a beacon signal between the D2D server and
209 client indicated as the last step in all four schemes of Figs. 5 and 6. The D2D
210 client can use beacon measurement to report on the D2D link quality to the BS or
211 network element. Once this piece of information is available at the eNB, it serves
212 as the basic input to the MS that is discussed further in Sect. 3.

213 3 Network Assisted D2D Communications: Design
214 Questions and Solution Approaches

215 3.1 Design Questions

216 For network assisted D2D communications, the role of the network, including the
217 role that the network plays in device discovery, resource allocation, mobility
218 management and the integration of D2D pairs in the cellular networks is a major
219 design issue. For example, in the cellular underlay concept the network can play an
220 active role for mode selection, power control (PC), and scheduling. In contrast, in
221 the Aura-net concept [19], the role of the network is kept at a minimum to provide
222 synchronization signals to devices. This is an important design question, because
223 the promise of the underlay concept is to allow devices to communicate in cellular
224 spectrum even when cognitive secondary spectrum users would sense used spec-
225 trum and refrain from signal transmission. In other words, the underlay concept
226 does not try to make D2D communications entirely transparent to the cellular
227 layer; but it allows the cellular network to manage and control the impact of D2D
228 communications on the cellular layer.
229 Measurements, channel estimations, and synchronization procedures are the
230 foundations for all other RRM algorithms. Since one main driver for network
231 assisted D2D communications is optimization of and reusing resources, these
232 functions are very important.
233 Mode selection (MS) means that the network and/or the D2D pair decide
234 whether the D2D pair should communicate directly or via the eNB. Design issues
235 around MS include [25, 26]:

236 • At what timescale MS should be done. Since the radio conditions within the
237 cell and between the D2D pair may change rapidly, the timescale for MS
238 cannot be too coarse. On the other hand, the measurements and control sig-
239 naling required for MS should be kept at a minimum to avoid large overheads.
240 Another tradeoff of the MS involves the utilization of the resources that are
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241 allocated to the D2D pair at MS instance, since the resources granted at an MS
242 instance are available for the D2D pair until the subsequent MS decision
243 without the BS knowing the utilization of those resources
244 • What measurements, reporting mechanisms, and (periodic and/or event trig-
245 gered, hybrid) algorithms should be used by the devices and the eNB to select
246 between the D2D and cellular modes. (We note that although the timescale of
247 MS and the availability of measurement data are crucial design parameters in
248 practice, they received very little attention in the literature.)

249 D2D bearer establishment involves the allocation of resources to the D2D link
250 and the protocols to establish, maintain and terminate D2D bearers and to ensure
251 proper quality of service (QoS). Some control logic needs to decide whether UL or
252 DL resources should be used and which resources should be used for upstream and
253 downstream communication between the D2D pair. Mode selection, D2D bearer
254 establishment and resource allocation are intertwined, since the MS decision (D2D
255 or cellular mode) serves as an important to the decision on which resources should
256 be used by a D2D candidate.
257 The design of power control, and scheduling (including hybrid automated
258 repeat request (HARQ) operation) has to decide on the role of the eNB and the
259 involved devices and the timescale of operation. One extreme approach is to let the
260 eNB schedule on a very short timescale (TTI), whereas an alternative design is to
261 let the eNB decide on long term resource usage and allow the D2D pair to schedule
262 autonomously on a short timescale.
263 Intercell interference coordination becomes a major issue in cellular networks
264 supporting D2D communications, since interference needs to be managed between
265 the cellular and the D2D layer that may belong to different serving cells. The
266 intercell interference situations can be different and more severe due to the D2D
267 layer, as illustrated in Fig. 7. We refer to Chap. 4 and existing and ongoing works
268 on the detailed performance analysis of D2D communications.

269 3.2 D2D Communications in FDD and TDD Spectrum

270 The potential gains of D2D communications are equally attractive in cellular
271 networks operated in paired as well as unpaired frequency bands. Since in LTE
272 both frequency division duplexing (FDD) and time division duplexing (TDD)
273 modes are specified in the same radio frequency (RF) specifications for both the
274 UE and the eNB, it is a natural requirement for LTE-based D2D communications,
275 that D2D mode must be supported in cellular networks operated in either of the
276 duplexing modes.
277 Independently of the duplexing mode of the cellular network, the duplexing
278 mode of the D2D communications can be based on frequency or time division
279 (i.e., FDD or TDD for the D2D link itself). Thus, in terms of duplexing, four

10 G. Fodor et al.
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280 scenarios are possible. However, it is clear that for the UE transmitter and receiver
281 design for D2D traffic, a half-duplex TDD design base is advantageous, because it
282 avoids simultaneous transmission and reception by a UE.

283 3.3 Synchronization and Channel Estimation

284 3.3.1 D2D Synchronization

285 In an LTE network assisted D2D scenario, the two UEs of the D2D pair are
286 synchronized with the eNB, implying that slot and frame timing as well as fre-
287 quency synchronization is acquired. Also, other fundamental system parameters
288 (such as cyclic prefix (CP) length and duplexing mode) are known by the UEs.
289 Therefore, the D2D candidates can be assumed to be synchronized to each other
290 prior to D2D bearer establishment. (For example, assuming 5 ls CP and 300 m/ls
291 propagation speed, a D2D pair can be assumed to be time synchronized within the
292 CP up to 1,000–1,500 m distance which is significantly greater than what we can
293 assume for the D2D distance.)

UE1

eNB-1 eNB-2

Tx UE

Rx UE

UE2

eNB-1

D2D Tx UE

D2D Rx UE

eNB-2

UE2

UE1

ALT1:
D2D
using
DL

spectrum

ALT2: 
D2D
using
UL

spectrum

Fig. 7 The D2D transmitter can cause severe interference to the cellular UE and the cellular UE
can cause severe interference to the D2D receiver when D2D communication uses the DL or UL
spectrum respectively
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294 To maintain time (i.e., OFDM symbol) and frequency synchronization in D2D
295 mode (between two subsequent eNB MS decision instances), the D2D pair could
296 use reference signals (RS) similar to the LTE demodulation reference signals
297 (DMRS). For example, for the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH), LTE uses
298 DMRS in every slot and similar solution can be used for the D2D bearer as well.
299 However, we can assume that the UEs keep synchronizing with their serving eNB
300 and therefore, in practice there will be probably no need for a specific D2D
301 synchronization mechanism.

302 3.3.2 D2D Channel Estimation for Coherent Detection

303 For the D2D link, channel estimation is required for the PRBs that are reserved for
304 the D2D link at MS and D2D resource allocation occasions. For D2D commu-
305 nications, channel estimation resembles of the task of the UL DMRS that are
306 embedded at predefined OFDM symbol positions within resource blocks in the
307 transmitted signal. The drawback of the LTE DMRS design is that it does not
308 provide out-of-band information of the channel. Therefore, the LTE uplink uses
309 sounding reference signals (SRS) to acquire channel knowledge outside the
310 scheduled PRBs and thereby facilitate frequency scheduling. However, for D2D
311 communications, we can assume that the PRBs are reserved at the MS occasions
312 by the eNB (based on channel quality estimation) and frequency selective
313 scheduling on the D2D link outside those reserved PRBs are not permitted.

314 3.3.3 D2D Channel Quality Estimation and Reporting

315 In FDD networks the D2D pair uses either UL or DL resources in both directions
316 between the two UEs. Therefore, we can assume channel reciprocity both in TDD
317 and FDD-based D2D links. For the sake of channel quality indication and esti-
318 mation, the eNB can assign master-slave roles to the UEs, including the case when
319 both UEs transmit and receive known RSs. Also, the D2D pair is assigned a D2D
320 pair-specific PHY layer identity (PHY ID). RS are generated by the Master UE
321 based on the D2D PHY ID and possibly other parameters, such as D2D RSs
322 transmit power (scaling factor) and D2D pair frequency shift. The D2D RS
323 parameters are communicated to both UEs of the D2D par (Fig. 8). To avoid
324 frequency domain collisions between D2D and/or cellular RSs in the neighbor
325 cells, the D2D RSs will need to be carefully designed.
326 Information regarding RS generation can be provided by the eNB at each MS
327 instance (e.g., RS transmit power, sequence characteristics, physical layer iden-
328 tity). D2D RS measurements can then be reported to the eNB to facilitate mode
329 selection, PC and other RRM functions. The exact form of the D2D measurement
330 report (including the channel quality information (CQI) format and feedback
331 mechanism) remains an important design detail (Fig. 9). AQ1
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332 3.4 D2D Communication Procedures and Bearer
333 Management: Layer 1–3 Aspects

334 D2D communication procedures and bearer management comprise the physical
335 layer and higher layer algorithms and the associated measurement and protocol
336 support that allow the cellular network and the involved devices to establish and

LTE-A 
eNB

Master UE

2.
 M

as
te

r 
U

E
 R

S

Slave UE

1. D2D Control Info

Fig. 8 For the sake of channel estimation, the eNB can instruct one of the UEs to transmit/receive
RSs with known characteristics (e.g., transmit power level, known sequence characteristics)

Cellular UE

D2D Pair

[ms]

[ms]

network level
assignment
[500 ms]

link level
assignment

link level
assignment

Fig. 9 Radio resource management for D2D communications involve network level and link
level techniques that operate at different timescales
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337 maintain direct D2D communication links, efficiently use cellular resources and
338 provide the appropriate QoS for D2D links while limiting the impact of D2D
339 communications on the cellular layer. In terms of the timescale on which these
340 procedures operate and their scope, we can distinguish the following two
341 categories:

342 • Network level communication procedures operate on network wide information
343 such as the total cell load, overall geometry of cellular UEs as well as D2D pairs
344 and total used resources. Examples are mode selection, resource allocation and
345 determining a maximum transmit power level that is allowed for a specific D2D
346 pair or limiting the maximum interference caused by a specific D2D pair. These
347 procedures operate at the timescale of the mode section period, which can be
348 expected to be at the timescale of several hundreds of milliseconds.
349 • Link level communication procedures operate between the UEs of the D2D pair
350 based on local information available at the D2D transmitter and receiver and
351 within the constraints that the controlling BS (eNB) imposes at MS instances.
352 Examples include HARQ and link adaptation, that is modulation and coding
353 scheme (MCS) selection and other small scale fading dependent algorithms that
354 depend on the specific D2D design, such as closed loop power control, channel
355 dependent scheduling (within the resource pool that is made available for the
356 D2D pair at MS).

357 In the following we briefly summarize the Layer 1 and higher layer aspects of
358 D2D communication procedures and bearer management.

359 3.4.1 Layer 1 Aspects of D2D Bearer Management

360 Symbol generation and transmission scheme selection is a key problem of the
361 physical (PHY) layer design for D2D involving two alternatives: OFDM and
362 single carrier frequency division multiplexing (SC-FDM). On the one hand, the
363 well-known peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR) advantage of SC-FDMA may be
364 less important for short-range (typically line of sight, LOS) scenarios. On the other
365 hand, the extra Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse DFT (IDFT)
366 module for SC-FDMA means extra pre-coder limitation and receiver complexity,
367 compared with OFDMA, especially considering that OFDMA may be applied in
368 3GPP Rel-12 local access scenarios. Although the issue of OFDM or SC-FDM
369 modulation for D2D is not resolved, currently it is difficult to see compelling
370 arguments for SC-FDM.
371 Reference Signal (RS) generation for D2D can be divided into different types
372 for different use cases. For example, DMRS for data, DMRS for control signaling,
373 and SRS. Generally, considering the possible interference on RSs between the
374 cellular and the D2D subsystem, a feasible way for D2D RS design is to reuse the
375 existing LTE RS format, relying on cyclic shifts to differentiate between the two
376 subsystems.
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377 HARQ is a key mandatory feature in LTE. To avoid or mitigate interference
378 between cellular and D2D transmissions, time partition of cellular UL resources is
379 necessary. Therefore, the D2D HARQ design has to take into account the legacy
380 cellular HARQ timing for backwards compatibility. For example, for an LTE FDD
381 system, the D2D HARQ process has to be separated from the cellular HARQ
382 process operating with 8 ms periodicity. Due to the fact that the TDD configu-
383 ration of each D2D link may be different, the TDD configuration and D2D
384 resource allocation information should be sent to D2D UE at MS instances.
385 Link Adaptation (LA): For D2D communication, the LA module must be
386 located at the D2D peers instead of at the eNB. A possible design approach for
387 D2D LA is that the D2D TX UE is in charge of LA: the D2D TX sends Trans-
388 mission Format Commands (TFC) to the D2D RX node, based on CQI and
389 Acknowledgment—Negative Acknowledgment (A/N) feedback from the D2D RX
390 node. Optionally, TFC can be piggy-backed on D2D data, along with A/N sig-
391 naling, rank indication (RI), channel state information (CSI) as in-band L1 control
392 signaling. Thus, the TFC could have a similar role as the MCS field in the LTE
393 downlink control indicator (DCI).
394 Power control: To combat fast-fading and time-varying interference within the
395 D2D link, a closed loop PC scheme can be adopted, up to the maximum value
396 allowed by the eNB at MS instances.
397 Radio Resource Control (RRC) state definition and switching is related to the
398 problem of deciding how to handle D2D connections from a core network point of
399 view. For network-assisted D2D, D2D can be enabled as a substate of the LTE
400 RRC_connected state (as an augmented RRC_connected state). It is to ensure that
401 D2D can be enabled with control plane data on cellular bearers, with only user
402 plane data on D2D bearer. Otherwise, D2D would be less coupled with network,
403 e.g., similar to nonnetwork-assisted D2D. In this way, Radio Link Failure (RLF)
404 can serve as a trigger to enter a nonnetwork-assisted D2D state, which can be
405 valuable in NSPS situations.

406 3.4.2 Layer 2–3 Aspects of D2D Bearer Management

407 Mode Selection (MS): As discussed before, MS can advantageously be based on
408 large-scale fading. To this end, event-triggered MS schemes based on measure-
409 ment reports similar to LTE handover events could be conveniently applied. Recall
410 that MS only targets user plane data, control plane data is always transmitted on a
411 cellular bearer.
412 Resource Allocation (RA): RA in network assisted D2D communication
413 involves the allocation of PRBs at MS at a coarse timescale as well as PRB
414 scheduling autonomously by the D2D link possibly at the fast timescale. Resource
415 allocation and transmit PC are the primary means of combating interference
416 between the cellular and D2D layers and has been the topic of extensive research.
417 We examine possible resource allocation approaches in the next section.
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418 Maximum D2D to cellular layer interference limit (D2CIntfThreshold) control:
419 A D2D-to-cellular interference threshold, as well as P0 and a can be broadcasted in
420 cellular system information blocks (SIB), and/or controlled by UE-specific RRC
421 signaling. By that, D2D UEs measure the cellular DL path loss (PLc) and D2D link
422 path loss (PLD2D) to calculate the Tx power locally, as [27]:
423

Min Pmax;D2CIntfThreshold þ PLc; P0 þ a � PLD2D½ �

425425
426

427 4 Tuning the Performance of D2D Communications

428 4.1 Mode Selection and Resource Allocation

429 Figure 10 illustrates the resource allocation problem in network assisted D2D
430 communications. Typically, when a new D2D pair needs to be allocated PRB,
431 there are ongoing cellular uplink and D2D transmitters in the cell [13, 15]. The
432 physical RBs that are allocated to the D2D transmitter (D2D pair 2 in Fig. 10)
433 causes interference to ongoing cellular and D2D traffic, while the D2D receiver
434 suffers interference caused by ongoing cellular and D2D connections. Network
435 level PRB assignment to D2D pairs can be expected to be connected to MS
436 decisions; that is the set of PRBs available for a specific D2D pair should be
437 controlled at a relatively coarse timescale. Therefore, the basic input that is nec-
438 essary for resource allocation is the large-scale geometry of the cellular UEs and
439 D2D pairs within the cell (reported path gains), as indicated in Fig. 10.

Cellular UE 
on RB1

D2D Tx2
on RB1 or RB2 ?

D2D Tx1
on RB2

D2D Rx1

D2D Rx2

Interference
Caused To

Interference
Suffered From

RB1

RB2

BS Cellular UE

D2D Rx1 D2D Tx1

G2Tx_BS, RB1 GUE_2Rx,RB1+

G2Tx_1Rx, RB2 G1Tx_2Rx,RB2+

Which RB ?

UE: User Equipment
RB: Resource Block
BS: Base Station

Fig. 10 The resource allocation problem in integrated cellular and D2D communications
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440

441 Algorithm 1 The MinInterf algorithm attempts to solve the resource allocation
442 problem as described in Fig. 10 by minimizing the interference caused and suf-
443 fered by the D2D and cellular layers. MinInterf assumes full geometry (G matrix)
444 knowledge and serves as a benchmarking tool for practical resource allocation
445 algorithms.
446

447

448 Algorithm 2 The balanced random allocation and cellular protection alloca-
449 tion algorithms are practical because they rely on no or very limited geometry
450 knowledge available at the cellular BS (eNB).
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451 4.2 Power Control

452 For D2D communications underlying an LTE network, a natural approach to PC is
453 to employ the LTE standard uplink PC mechanisms [FoR12, 28, 29]. Building on
454 standardized and widely deployed schemes does not only facilitate a smooth
455 introduction of D2D enabled UE, but also helps to develop interoperable solutions
456 between different devices and network equipment. However, due to intracell
457 interference and new intercell interference scenarios, the question whether the
458 available LTE PC is suitable for D2D communications naturally arises. Also, the
459 ad hoc networking community has proposed efficient distributed schemes suitable
460 for D2D communications, including situations with or without the availability of a
461 cellular infrastructure. Such schemes can also serve as a basis for D2D PC design.
462 The LTE PC scheme can be seen as a ‘‘toolkit’’ from which different PC
463 strategies can be selected depending on the deployment scenario and operator
464 preference. It employs a combination of open-loop (OL) and closed-loop (CL)
465 schemes to set the UE transmit power (up to a maximum level of 24 dBm) as
466 follows:
467

PUE ¼ P0 � a:G
|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

OL operating point

þDTF þ f DTPCð Þ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dynamic offset

þ 10: log10 M
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

BW factor

ð1Þ

469469 where the OL operating point allows for path loss (PL) compensation and the
470 dynamic offset can further adjust the transmit power taking into account the current
471 MCS and explicit transmit power control (TPC) commands from the network. The
472 bandwidth (BW) factor takes into account the number of scheduled RBs. For the
473 OL operating point, P0 is a base power level to control the SNR target and it is
474 calculated as:
475

P0 ¼ a � ctgt þ PINð Þ þ 1� að Þ � PMAX � 10 � log10 Mð Þ ð2Þ

477477 where a is the PL compensation factor, G is the path gain between the UE and the
478 BS and PIN is the estimated noise and interference power. For the dynamic offset,
479 DTF is the transport format (MCS) dependent component, while f(DTPC) represents
480 the explicit TPC commands.
481 For the sake of numerical evaluation of the integrated D2D communications
482 scenario, we consider the following options:

483 • No Power Control (NPC), reference case: With NPC, there is no fixed ctgt and
484 the transmit power of the cellular UEs and D2D transmitters is set to some fixed
485 value according to (1) above. For M = 1 this can be obtained by setting a = 0
486 and P0 = Pfix.
487 • Fixed SNR target (FST): FST fully utilizes the LTE path loss compensation
488 capability by letting a = 1 and P0 = ctgt ? PIN where ctgt is a predefined SNR
489 target and PIN is the interference plus noise power (in practice, for simplicity,
490 PIN can be assumed a fixed value, e.g., -121���-116 dBm).

AQ2
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491 • Open Loop with Fractional Path Loss Compensation (OFPC):The OFPC
492 scheme allows users to transmit with variable power levels, depending on their
493 path loss. In contrast to the FST method, OFPC compensates for a fraction of the
494 path loss by setting a to some suitable value in the range [0,1], e.g.,0.4…0.9.
495 • Closed Loop PC (CL): CL extends the FST scheme by adding a dynamic offset
496 or tuning step f(DTPC) in (1) in order to compensate the measured SINR at the
497 receiver with the desired SNR target value. The tuning step can be computed as
498 follows:

499

f DTPCð Þ ¼
ctgt � ĉj j=2 if ctgt � ĉj j gt; 2 dB

1 dB otherwise

(

ð3Þ

501501502 For UEs communicating in cellular mode with their respective serving base
503 stations, OFPC provides a well proven alternative, typically used in practice. It
504 avoids the complexity and overhead associated with the dynamic offset of the CL
505 scheme, but makes use of the fractional path loss compensation balancing between
506 overall spectrum efficiency and cell edge performance. Figure 11 illustrates the
507 power control options for the D2D link, where we assume that the cellular link
508 employs the de facto standard LTE fractional path loss compensating power
509 control scheme.
510 Since the resource allocation for the D2D link is quasi autonomous (Fig. 9), a
511 viable alternative for the D2D links is a distributed scheme based on optimizing a
512 network wide utility function, as it was proposed by several works. The distributed
513 utility maximizing scheme is described in detail in [ICC-2013] and is not
514 described here.
515

D2D TX

D2D RX

Cellular 
UE

BS

Cellular UE:
• Open Loop with  
Fractional Path  Loss 
Compensation (OFPC) D2D Pair:

• Fixed SINR target (FST)
• Open Loop (OFPC)
• Closed Loop PC (CLPC)
• Distributed Util. Maxim.

Fig. 11 Power control schemes in integrated cellular and D2D communications
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maximize
P; s

subject to

X

l
u1 slð Þ � x

X

l
Pl

sl� cl Pð Þ; 8l;
P; S�0

517517
518

519 4.3 Numerical Examples

520 Figure 12 compares the distribution of SINR levels measured at the cellular (left)
521 and D2D (right) layers when using the utility optimal power control scheme with a
522 low x value which implies that the PC scheme aims at maximizing spectral
523 efficiency. Both figures contain three SINR distribution curves that correspond to
524 the balanced random, cellular protection, and MinInterf MS and resource alloca-
525 tion techniques. We note on the left hand side figure that CPA tends to use PRBs of
526 strong (cell center) cellular UEs and therefore the higher percentile values of the
527 SINR curves clearly show that balanced random allocation is beneficial for the
528 strong cellular users. In contrast, for cell edge cellular users CPA yields somewhat
529 higher SINR values. For the D2D users, the difference in terms of achieved SINR
530 levels is negligible.
531 Figure 13 shows the cellular and D2D layer performance in terms of achieved
532 SINR when using the LTE open loop fractional path loss compensation PC. The
533 LTE PC scheme performs somewhat worse than the utility optimizing PC, espe-
534 cially in the high SINR region. This is not surprising, since at low x values (here
535 0.01) the utility optimal scheme boosts the performance of the high SINR regime.
536 The difference between the optimal scheme and LTE can be as high 5–8 dB in the
537 high SINR regime. Nevertheless, taking into account the simplicity of the LTE PC
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Fig. 12 Power control schemes in integrated cellular and D2D communications
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538 scheme, these results clearly show the applicability of LTE power control in the
539 mixed cellular and D2D environment.

540 5 Standardization Aspects

541 The potential of D2D communications for commercial and national/public security
542 and safety applications triggered the 3GPP to study the impacts of D2D both on the
543 Evolved Packet System (EPS) and on the RAN. We summarize some of the most
544 important standardization aspects below.

545 5.1 D2D and Proximity Services Requirements in 3GPP

546 The 3GPP initiated a study item (SI) targeting proximity-based services for LTE in
547 Release 12 in the beginning of 2013 [7, 8, 30] targeting completion in February/
548 March 2014 by the RAN and Architecture working groups. These studies describe
549 mechanisms to fulfill enhancements to the 3GPP LTE/EPC system based on the
550 service requirements documented in [31] for Proximity Services (ProSe) and in
551 [32] for Group Communications.
552 Depending on the outcome of the study in RAN WGs, some of the discussed
553 solutions may be later included in the LTE specifications. The RAN SI targets two
554 distinct scenarios, one for PS and one for commercial networks. The focus for
555 the PS scenario is direct communication (unicast, multicast and broadcast) while
556 the focus for the commercial scenarios is direct peer discovery. Another major
557 difference is that the PS scenarios include support for in-coverage and even
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Fig. 13 Power control schemes in integrated cellular and D2D communications AQ3
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558 out-coverage devices, including the partial network coverage scenarios in which
559 only a subset of the devices participating in the communication session is under
560 network coverage. The discussed scenarios include carrier aggregation, inter-cell
561 D2D (both synchronous and asynchronous deployments) and interoperator (inter
562 public land mobile network, inter-PLMN) D2D. For PS communication, the 3GPP
563 focus is on broadcast transmission at physical layer and routing performed at a
564 higher layer. For the initial LTE-based D2D PS release the focus is on supporting
565 push-to-talk type of services.
566 The focus of the study in Architecture group has been consistent with RAN
567 scope as described above. In addition, architecture group study includes providing
568 efficient group communications utilizing multicast/broadcast mechanism by
569 enhancing existing 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Services (MBMS) for
570 LTE [33]. In the Architecture study [30], the main areas for initial phase has been
571 scoped to focus on ProSe Direct Discovery, Evolved Packet Core (EPC) level
572 discovery, 1 to many communications and for PS scenarios, UE to Network Relay
573 support for out of coverage UEs. In addition, as part of the overall architecture and
574 system study, it includes EPC support for WLAN Direct Communication, and
575 facilitating security, charging, system efficiency & proper resource utilization, and
576 legal intercept requirements. Another important system aspect being considered
577 relates to different forms of identities that will be required to efficiently support the
578 features that will make up the D2D and PS service support in 3GPP. Some aspects
579 such as roaming and Inter-PLMN aspects are taken into account but not neces-
580 sarily fully developed in the initial phase of the study.
581 In the Group Communications study [33], focus has been to enhance existing
582 MBMS functions to support efficient group communications using MBMS bearer
583 service, support service continuity between MBMS bearers to unicast and vice
584 versa, proper radio resource utilization in order to support services like Push to
585 Talk, Group Voice, and Video communications streaming. Other system aspects
586 such as priority and pre-emption in a group communication using existing QoS
587 principle are being further studied. In order to support Inter PLMN service
588 delivery for group communications, specifically for PS, EPC roaming reuse with
589 support of service continuity is being investigated. Depending on the outcome of
590 the studies, appropriate technical solutions may then be specified in conjunction
591 with RAN specifications work to develop these features in 3GPP.
592 In the initial phase of the study, application aspects and applications themselves
593 have been excluded but it is expected that once the basic features related to D2D
594 and ProSe/GCSE have been completed, further work will be done to address
595 system/architectural aspects of certain key features such as Push To Talk, use of
596 Voice over LTE (e.g., also known as VoLTE), etc.
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597 5.2 D2D in the Radio Access Network Working Groups
598 of 3GPP

599 5.2.1 Spectrum

600 To limit the impact of D2D communications on existing LTE networks, it is
601 assumed that LTE-based D2D is performed within uplink carriers (for FDD
602 spectrum) and uplink subframes in TDD spectrum. This design allows the reuse of
603 the transmitter chain for TDD and controls DL interference in TDD deployments.
604 Furthermore, adoption of single carrier orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
605 (SC-OFDM) with low PAPR maximizes the communication range for PS com-
606 munication. The data and discovery channels will likely be narrowband in order to
607 increase their power spectral density and their range.

608 5.2.2 User Equipment Behaviors

609 Compared with legacy LTE, D2D introduces significant paradigm shifts. For
610 example, supporting out of coverage communication requires the definition of new
611 criteria for triggering different device procedures when in-coverage and out-out-
612 coverage. A new principle is also that devices will be able to transmit data without
613 being synchronized to an eNB (out-of-coverage communication) or when in
614 ‘‘Radio Resource Control Idle’’ (RRC_idle) state (for discovery). Possibly, con-
615 tention-based distributed resource allocation protocols will be supported, at least
616 for the out-of-coverage case, similarly to current LTE random access procedures.

617 5.2.3 Synchronization

618 One of the major challenges for partial-network-coverage and out-of-coverage
619 scenarios is the definition of the synchronization protocol. Synchronous commu-
620 nication has advantages in terms of link and system spectral efficiency and such
621 framework is going to be reused for D2D LTE, including the cases of commu-
622 nication in out-of-coverage scenarios as well as across coverage borders. One of
623 the approaches being discussed in 3GPP consists of a hierarchical approach where
624 some devices provide synchronization to neighbor devices by transmitting syn-
625 chronization signals. The idea is to achieve a topology similar to that of asyn-
626 chronous cellular deployments where synchronization clusters correspond to cells
627 and where certain devices assume the role of synchronization sources. Distributed
628 procedures for selecting which devices act as synchronization sources and for
629 dynamic resynchronization of devices to multiple synchronization sources (for
630 detection of channels associated to different synchronization references) are also
631 being discussed. In order to expand the synchronization clusters and to simplify
632 D2D across cluster/cell borders, some devices will be able to relay synchronization
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633 signals from a received synchronization reference. The synchronization signals are
634 expected to be similar to the LTE primary and secondary synchronization signals
635 (PSS/SSS), possibly with different periodicity and transmitted in UL spectrum.

636 5.2.4 Discovery

637 Different approaches are discussed for the physical channel format of discovery
638 messages, where one of them consists of direct transmission of narrowband dis-
639 covery messages provided with a CRC check. The payload size could be in the
640 order of *100 bits, carrying mainly a unique encrypted device identity. Some
641 level of randomization both in time and frequency are needed in order to ran-
642 domize the interference patterns. Possibly, devices may dynamically autono-
643 mously optimize their resource allocation based on energy sensing in the
644 environment. Discovery messages are associated to a synchronization signal,
645 possibly transmitted by a third device or from the network, in order to simply and
646 improve channel estimation and energy efficiency. In order to optimize energy
647 consumption, discovery messages will be multiplexed in frequency domain in
648 sparse periodic subframes with large periodicity. Such a solution allows for
649 aggressive DRX cycles in the receivers (i.e., the receiver needs to actively attempt
650 blind detection of discovery messages only for a small fraction of system
651 subframes).

652 5.2.5 Direct Communication

653 The direct data communication physical channel is expected to have a narrowband
654 format and relatively low spectral efficiency in order to reach very large coverage,
655 taking into account the limited antenna directivity and transmit power of devices
656 and the challenging link budget. Reliability and coverage can be improved by
657 providing multiple blind retransmissions of each L1 packet, possibly with alter-
658 nating redundancy versions. Since broadcast transmission is assumed at L1, no
659 need for a direct L1 feedback channel has been identified, implying that dynamic
660 link adaptation is prevented.
661 An important aspect of direct communication is resource allocation and
662 scheduling. While it appears natural that devices need to be able to schedule
663 themselves in a distributed way in out-of-coverage scenarios over contention-
664 based resources it is challenging how to integrate such distributed approach to
665 partial-network coverage and in-coverage scenarios. The main challenge is pre-
666 serving cellular traffic QoS from potentially harmful interference coming from out-
667 of coverage devices performing autonomous resource selection and power control.
668 Solutions include a network-granted scheduling procedure for in-coverage devices
669 and relaying parts of the control plane and synchronization reference from in-
670 coverage to out of coverage devices.
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671 5.3 D2D Impacts on the Overall System Architecture

672 5.3.1 Overall ProSe and GCSE Architecture and System Aspects

673 The existing EPS architecture requires enhancement in order to support Proximity
674 and Group Communications that can support these services within the network
675 coverage. But at the same time it needs to accommodate support for PS users who
676 may be out of coverage but must be able to communicate with the groups on
677 demand. The system needs to be enhanced to enable Direct UE to UE commu-
678 nication with or without network assistance and ensure that communications are
679 secure, efficient, operator controlled where applicable and flexible for use in
680 commercial purposes as well as mission critical usage geared towards PS.
681 Architecture group is studying various aspects that include the UE, the Radio
682 Network (LTE), the EPC and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), MBMS, Sub-
683 scription management, Identities and their usage, roaming, and charging aspects.
684 Work in Security and Charging aspects will be initiated as soon as the overall
685 architecture impacts are stable so the basic assumptions are not ambiguous.

686 5.3.2 UE to Network Relay

687 Architecture aspects to support UEs that are out of network coverage capable of
688 providing PS/mission critical services must be taken into account. A number of
689 solutions have been considered for the purpose of allowing an UE that is capable
690 of ‘‘relaying’’ out of coverage UEs communications toward the network and thus
691 making communications possible for these UEs. In the first phase of the ProSe
692 work, UE to Network Relay is considered, that means the ‘‘Relaying UE’’ is in
693 coverage of the network. 3GPP has narrowed down the options and are considering
694 two groups of alternative solutions where one group includes usage of Application
695 Level Gateways specific to each application that the Relay UE can support and the
696 other includes alternative options of Layer 3 IP Routing. A combination of Layer 3
697 Routing and Application Level Gateways may be a possible alternative as well.
698 How to discover/authorize Relay UEs also being developed to ensure only
699 authorized UEs are able to act as ‘‘Relay’’ and securely support communication of
700 other UEs.

701 5.3.3 One to Many Communications

702 In order to support Group communication as well as broadcast support for ProSe,
703 solutions for one to many communications need to be developed. Such commu-
704 nication requires the serving operator’s authorization prior to communication.
705 There are a number of solutions being discussed Specifically for PS users, such
706 communication does not require specific Proximity-based discovery and must be
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707 able to support communication with other PS UEs that are outside of network
708 coverage, i.e., using UE to Network Relay functions. The solutions are also
709 looking into various forms of addressing mechanism as well as commonalities
710 with other features using group or one to many communications. Privacy and
711 secure communication within a specific group must be available.

712 5.3.4 ProSe Direct Discovery

713 UEs capable of ProSe need to be able to discover other similar capable UEs in its
714 vicinity by using direct signaling over E-UTRA between these UEs. This capa-
715 bility needs to be supported when the UE is within network coverage but also
716 when a UE may be out of coverage. Architecture group are investigating different
717 mechanisms to support a common solution framework and identify impacts to the
718 overall system and the devices. As part of the discovery process, the system must
719 take care of UE configuration and capability, identities support and authorization,
720 and discovery over the radio.

721 5.3.5 EPC Level Discovery

722 Additional discovery assisted by the core network functions are also being studied,
723 especially functions that relate to existing Location Services available to EPS.

724 5.3.6 MBMS Bearer Services and Service Continuity

725 Using 3GPP MBMS bearers and unicast bearers, group communication may be
726 provided to PS users. 3GPP is looking into further enhancements to the existing
727 MBMS service to allow for efficient use of multiple group services for PS where
728 users may be located in multiple networks/locations. Different users within a group
729 may have different priorities. It is expected that existing MBMS architecture for E-
730 UTRAN can be reused for the purposes of supporting group communication.

731 6 Conclusions

732 Device-to-device (D2D) communications have emerged as a means of addressing
733 the needs of local communication scenarios, such as local service and peer dis-
734 covery, short-range communication, proximity-based social networking, and
735 NSPS. Cellular network assisted D2D, that takes advantage of evolving cellular
736 infrastructures and licensed spectrum operation, can make use of the proximity,
737 reuse, and hop gains to boost capacity and user bitrates provided that challenging
738 technical issues are solved. These challenges include the management of the D2D
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739 and cellular layers supported by new measurements and reporting mechanisms,
740 physical layer algorithms, and radio network protocols. Recognizing the potential
741 of this new technology, the 3GPP community is currently studying the scenarios,
742 requirements, and initial technology components that help operators, users, and
743 application developers to explore new exciting commercial as well as PS services.
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